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	Textfeld 6: A primary political objective in Norway is to secure equity in the regional distribution of health care services. Yet one so fare, despite a growing interest for the subject also in our country, have had little knowledge on to what extent this objective is fulfilled.  Inspired of the Dathmouth atlas and NHS Right Care, a Norwegian pilot project was initiated in 2014 at Center for Clinical Documentation and Evaluation (CCDE) in the Health Region of Northern Norway. As the pilot atlas was presented , the Health Ministry gave the assignment to our group to develop a national Health Atlas for Norway.
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	Textfeld 8: The atlas is based on The Norwegian Patient Registry (NPR), which contains a complete summary of all public financed patient contacts in the national specialist care. We defined 12 different day-surgery interventions from NPR based on ICD-10 and procedure codes (NCSP), sorted by public or private provider. Age- and gender-adjusted rates were calculated per 100 000 inhabitants for 19 specified regions. Each region consisted of the municipalities served by the 19 Norwegian Health Authorities. In addition to mean rate for the period 2011-2013, the rate for each year was calculated. Confidence intervals were calculated. How to measure variation, and how much variation there is in variation is difficult to determine. The size of the population areas and the number of procedures will also influence the different measures of variation. Twofold variation (ratio of maximum to minimum) or more between areas was considered to represent unwarranted variation in this first edition of the Norwegian Health Atlas. In the future development we have a goal of implementing consistent measures of variation.
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	Textfeld 10: Our study comprise a substantial part of Norwegian specialist care, including 120 000 operations and 100 000 patients per year. Despite Norway’s geographical homogeneity both with respect to socio-economical and ethnical characteristics and with respect to morbidity, substantial unwarranted regional variation was demonstrated. The size of the variation was in line with corresponding studies from other countries. Our pilot atlas and analysis has aroused considerable interest both among professionals, health care politicians and managers. However, Norway has no overall system or apparatus for harmonizing professional practice or size of health care supply. In the aftermath of our analysis and presentation, this is now on the agenda both in the regions and on the national level.Our goal for the national health atlas is to present variation for other patient groups and other health services, starting with specialist health care for children. We have now included socio-economical characteristics in our database, which we intend to use both as explanatory variables and for adjustment purposes.
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